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COVID-19 Burnout Assessment 
Know where you fall on the Burnout Scale 

Answer yes or no honestly to each question. 

1. Do you become tired very easily/have less energy during the day/are tired earlier than usual/tired after simple 

activities? 

2. Are you hearing from friends and family, “You don’t look so good/You look tired,”/Feeling annoyed and ready to lash 

out when you hear this?  

3. Do you find yourself working harder/working longer hours and accomplishing less, and/or making more mistakes than 

usual? 

4. Are you feeling cynical/helpless/unenthusiastic about life or the near future? 

5. Are you feeling sad throughout the day/crying frequently/ feeling constantly on the verge of tears? 

6. Are you having trouble remembering things/finding it hard to focus or concentrate/feeling like you have brain fog? 

7. Have you withdrawn from your usual activities/canceling plans with friends and family members/self-isolating beyond 

the safety recommendations? 

8. Are you suffering from lingering physical complaints, i.e., headaches/aches/pains/cold that won’t leave? (You don’t 

think you have COVID/or COVID symptoms—just aches.) 

9. Are you unable to complete your daily tasks/surprised when the day is suddenly over and you’re unsure where it 

went/what you did? 

10. Do the things and people who usually bring you joy feel like too much work/a hassle/uninteresting to engage with? 

11. Do you care for an elderly parent/relative? 

12. Do you have a compromised immune system? 

13. Do you live with someone who has a compromised immune system? 

14. Are you worried about contact with students/parents/colleagues/the public? 

15. Do you frequently engage in social media (scrolling more than an hour/day)? 

16. Do you look at and/or respond to negative posts on social media/feel angry? 

17. Has your sleep become disrupted? 

18. If you’re a teacher, are you worried about your students getting sick? 

19. If you’re a parent, are you worried about your kids getting sick? 

20. Are you concerned regularly about friends/family getting sick? 

 

 

Go to page 2 to see your score: 
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Results 

Add up your points to get your COVID-19 Burnout Assessment Score. 

Score   ____ points 

 

  0-4 points: Low-Stress 
  You’re doing well, keeping stress low, focusing on the positive—this is the ideal 

place to be, but make sure you’re still taking COVID-19 precautions. 

  5-7 points: Mild-Stress 
  You’re stressed but handling it. You may have some good days, and some bad days, 

but the good days outnumber the bad. 

  8-13 points: Pre-Burnout 
  You are extremely stressed, and close to burnout. You may have some self-

care/mindfulness techniques you use for good days, but the bad days are 

outnumbering the good days. 

  14-20 points: Burnout 
  You’re in burnout. You’re extremely stressed, COVID-19 is having a negative impact 

on your mental health. 
 

 

How do you feel about your score? Do you want to learn proven techniques to calm feelings of stress and heal from 

burnout? Do you want to feel better prepared, and more peaceful as you return to work during COVID-19? 

Please sign up at HCAMS for your free training: COVID-19 BURNOUT AND RETURNING TO WORK. 

 

hcams.net
hcams.net/contact

